To
The Chief General Managers
All the Telecom Circles/Districts
BSNL

NO. EB(P)-243/2017-18 at BG-8, dtd 22-06-2017

Sub: - VPNoBB connections to CBEC across India –reg
Ref:- Ref No:BD-243/06-07 dttd 18-09-2009

With refer to the letter cited under reference, the EB wing of Karnataka Circle has taken up this project for providing MPLS VPN and VPNoBB connections across the country for M/s. CBEC. Now customer has taken 800+ VPN over Broadband connections across the country. And placed order for additional 200+ connections for the bandwidth from various 256Kbps to 2Mbps.

Kindly instruct the concerned officers to provision the connections with the following information.

1. CBEC shall apply for the VPNoBB connections locally at the respective BSNL units.
2. Payments for the connections shall be done locally to respective BSNL units by CBEC.
3. Payment for the connections for complete monthly/annum shall be collected upfront from CBEC by respective BSNL units as per the VPNoBB commercials.
4. The domain name created for VPN connection is cbec.com .
5. In case VPNoBB connections are requested on existing broadband connection of CBEC, then apart from the applicable landline and broadband rentals(any plans), VPN rental charges shall be collected extra.

You are requested to issue necessary instructions to the field units to provide the connections immediately on request. In case of any clarifications, Smt. G k Gayathri Devi SDE(EB-P)-9449857043 or Mahender JTO(EB-P)-9449005447.

(SURENDRAG SHENOY)
Principal General Manager(EB-P)
o/o.CGMT, Ktk Circle

Copy to:
1. PGM(EB-I), CBEC for information pl.
2. Mr.Rhehaman, ADG, CBEC, New Delhi for information pl.